PRODUCT DATA DRAWING

COMPONENTS:

CONNECTORS
SMPM FEMALE R/A (3222-40006)
SMPM FEMALE (3221-40007)

CABLE:
FLEXIBLE Ø.047 CABLE (200-70-479)

SHRINK TUBING:
M23053/5

PERFORMANCE:

IMPEDANCE:
50 OHMS

FREQ. RANGE:
DC TO 40.0 GHz.

DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL: \( \pm \frac{1}{64} \) ANGULAR: \( \pm 1^\circ \)
DECIMAL:  \( \pm 0.005 \) XXX \( \pm 0.010 \)
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TITLE: SMPM FEMALE R/A TO SMPM FEMALE 12" CABLE ASSEMBLY FOR Ø.047 CABLE

PLEASE MARK ALL BURRS

SURFACE ROUGHNESS:
63 \( e \) MIL-STD-10.

DIA.'S ON COMMON CENTERS TO BE CONCENTRIC WITHIN 0.005 T.I.R.

REMOVE ALL BURRS UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
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